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Mexico: Whether there is a requirement in Mexico that upon checking in at the airport (or obtaining a boarding pass
or proceeding through security inspection or at the boarding gate) for an accompanying adult to produce
documentation that demonstrates that the other or both parents have authorized the child's exit (2005)
Research Directorate, Immigration and Refugee Board, Ottawa
In a 12 October 2005 telephone interview, an official at the Embassy of Mexico located in Ottawa stated that
in order to receive a boarding pass for any international flight, any person travelling with a minor must produce at
the airline check-in area documentation that authorizes the minor's travel. Moreover, the official noted that
migration authorities located near the security checkpoint would also check documentation of persons passing
through, such as identification cards and authorization for the travel of minors (Mexico 12 Oct. 2005).
A Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) official posted in Mexico City corroborated this information in a
13 October 2005 telephone interview, stating that because airlines do not want to be held accountable for a
possible kidnapping, persons departing for international travel with a minor must produce documentation that
authorizes the minor's travel (a notarized consent letter - declaracion notarial) at the check-in with the airlines. The
CIC official added that airlines are "very strict" about this procedure (Canada 13 Oct. 2005).
However, with regard to Mexican migration authorities, the CIC official stated that in his opinion the
migration personnel would possibly check the authorization documentation from one parent travelling with a child;
nevertheless, the officer believed that this duty was not within their mandate (ibid.). The migration authorities, the
official pointed out, are generally more concerned with checking the documentation of foreigners departing the
country (ibid.).
This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the
Research Directorate within time constraints. This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the
merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list of additional sources consulted in
researching this Information Request.
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